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1. Introduction  

The global positioning system (GPS) jointly developed by the Department of Defense, the 
Department of Transportation, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration was fully 
functional by 1995.  The system has three major components:  space, earth control, and end user.  
The space component consists of a constellation of 24 satellites arranged in such a way that they 
circumnavigate the earth in six orbital planes, each with four satellites at any given time.  
Therefore, on average, a typical receiver on earth can track 7 to 12 satellites at any given time of 
the day.  Each satellite continuously transmits encrypted information via carrier signal over L1 
and L2 bands at 1,575.42 and 1,227.6 MHz, respectively, to GPS receivers so users can precisely 
identify their location on earth by the triangulation principle.  However, most systems will be 
able to provide sufficient positioning information by tracking just five orbiting satellites.  The 
control component on earth is a worldwide network of monitoring stations that provides the 
status of each satellite in orbit.  The control stations periodically upload important information 
such as atmospheric condition, trajectory information, and almanac data to the satellites.  If 
necessary, each satellite uses the information to self-correct and adjust for proper operation.  
Finally, the end user component is the GPS receiver that has the capability to process the signal 
transmitted by the satellites for accurate positioning or navigation.  Users with sophisticated 
software can create virtually unlimited applications.  Commercial uses such as precision farming, 
emergency locator service, and intelligent vehicle navigation are among a few applications that 
are now possible.  

For even greater accuracy, a user can implement a differential GPS (DGPS) solution (1).  The 
principle behind DGPS is to use the reference location of the base receiver to correct for the error 
position of the unknown rover position.  Since the base station is fixed, we can use the difference 
between the measurement of the base and the rover receivers to create an error correction vector.  
The precise location of the rover can then be calculated if we apply the error correction over all 
the satellite data.  DGPS can be achieved through real-time telemetry links between a base and a 
rover or through post-processing the data.  Real-time methods include a) medium frequency 
beacon differential service, b) L-Band satellite differential service, c) frequency modulation sub-
carrier differential service, or d) on-site, radio frequency telemetry link.  All the real-time 
services have a coverage area and a range limitation and require a local radio/receiver to obtain 
the transmitted service.  Method d requires operation of a transmitter by the user in addition to 
the radio/receiver.  Post-processing differential techniques only require the use of two GPS 
receivers with storage capacity.  The kinematic post-processing method relies on the base station 
as the reference receiver and the rover as the unit that can move around without restriction.  The 
user will post-process the data on a computer after the GPS data have been collected.  Generally, 
centimeter resolution is possible with this technique, whereas the non-DGPS can only achieve a 
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resolution of a few meters.  Therefore, DGPS with kinematic post-processing is a preferred 
method of tracking motion when accuracy and precision are a major issue. 

The two units that we use for DGPS are Z-Surveyor1 receivers from Ashtech.  They feature 12 
parallel channels that receive coarse acquisition (C/A) code phase and full wavelength carrier 
phase measurement on L1 frequency (1575 MHz), precise (P) code phase and full wavelength 
carrier phase on L1 and L2 frequency (1227 MHz).  We use Waypoint’s GrafNav2 software to 
post-process the GPS data.  When the post-processing is completed, the radar data, along with 
the GPS information, are combined into a pre-focus data file in the lab.  The positioning data 
extracted from the GPS give motion compensation (MOCOMP) information and track the radar 
position during the experiment.  This will allow focusing of the data (2) where height and 
position of targets can be calculated relative to the position of the radar in the image. 

 

2. Recommended Operating Procedure 

The following operating procedures provide consistent differential GPS data for the synchronous 
impulse reconstruction (SIRE) radar data collection (3).  Raw position data are recorded at a 0.1 
second rate onto a flash card in the GPS units to be downloaded later, differentially processed 
and cross referenced with time tags stored with the radar data.  

2.1 Base Station GPS Setup 

1.  Set up base station GPS antenna on a level tripod and measure the height of the antenna above 
ground (see figure 1). 

2.  Install charged battery into base Z-Surveyor unit (see figure 2).  Connect Port A of Z-
Surveyor to laptop with serial cable (figure 2). 

3.  Login to laptop:  xadministrator;  password _______________ 

             or  thinkpad:      uwbradar;  password _______________. 

4.  Ensure base Z-Surveyor is connected to antenna. 

5.  Turn on Z-Surveyor by pushing the power button on left of unit.  “Sysinfo” message will 
display on the front panel for a few seconds. 

6.  Run eval32 on laptop (see figure 3). 

                                                 
1Z-Surveyor is a trademark of Magellan, Corporation. 
2Grafnav is a trademark of NovAtel, Inc. 
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7.  Select “connect to Z-Surveyor receiver (last setting)”.  Com1 is the port operating at 9600 
baud. 

8.  Check sky chart by clicking its icon at top of window (figure 3). 

9.  Check indicator panel by clicking its icon at top of window (figure 3). 

10.  Select terminal by clicking its icon at top of window (figure 3). 

11.  In terminal window,  

 a.) select “menu” and select “Turn off all NMEA3 messages” (for display).  Hit send. 

 b.) select “type” and under “type”, 

select $PASHS,CLM.           Hit send.  (Format flash card.  Returns “passed” after 
about 4 min.) 

select $PASHS,REC,S.         Hit send.  (Stop recording.  Red light emitting diode 
(LED) stops flashing.) 

select $PASHS,RCI,0.1.       Hit send.  (Record sampling at 0.1 sec.) 

select $PASHS,RNG,4.         Hit send.  (Record all data formats.) 

select $PASHS,SIT,BASE.   Hit send.  (Label as BASE.) 

select $PASHS,SAV,Y.         Hit send.  (Save configuration to rom.) 

select $PASHS,REC,R.        Hit send.  (Start recording.  Red LED flashes.) 

 c.) Close sky chart and indicator panel and then reopen them.  Check for five or more 
satellites in sky chart and data updating in indicator panel. 

 d.) Close eval32 program, close laptop, and disconnect serial cable from laptop.  Verify 
that red LED is still flashing on Z-Surveyor. 

Note:  The 85 MB flash card will fill after 4 or 5 hours of recording.  A fully charged battery 
should last at least 5 hours. 

                                                 
3NMEA = National Marine Electronics Association. 
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Figure 1.  Example of base station setup with Z-Surveyor (left) and rover antenna on the roof of mobile 
platform with Z-Surveyor unit stored inside the vehicle (right). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  The front (left) and rear (right) panels of Z-Surveyor unit. 
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Figure 3.  Example of Eval32 showing the number of space vehicles in sky chart (top palette), current  
base station location (bottom right palette), and display of main console (bottom left palette). 

2.2 Base Station GPS Shutdown Sequence 

1.  Turn off Z-Surveyor unit. 

2.  Remove flash card.  Never pull out flash card while recording (red LED is flashing). 

3.  Remove battery and put into charger. 

4.  Remove GPS antenna from tripod and stow.   

2.3 Rover GPS Setup 

1.  Install charged battery into rover Z-Surveyor unit (figure 2).  Battery will provide 
uninterrupted power to Z-Surveyor if inverter shuts down. 

2.  Bring up SIRE program on PC.  Turn GPS settings ON.  A series of commands is 
automatically sent to Z-Surveyor from PC.  

3.  Perform the following commands in SIRE GPS window: 

 Select:  Flash Rec ON 

 Type:  $PASHS,CLM  (Format flash card.  Takes about 4 min.) 

 Select:  Flash Rec OFF  (queues command during format and stops flashing LED when 
format is complete.) 
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 Select:  Flash Rec ON (start recording session.) 

Rover Z-Surveyor will continue to collect data on flash card until stopped or shut off.  It 
continues recording even if software is stopped.  Never pull out flash card while recording 
(red LED is flashing). 

2.4 Rover GPS Shutdown Sequence 

1.  Turn off Z-Surveyor unit. 

2.  Remove flash card. 

3.  Remove battery and put into charger. 

2.5 Download, Post-process, and Export GPS Data 

After the test is completed, the GPS data stored in Ashtech’s data format are downloaded from 
the flash memory card onto a laptop computer (see section 2.6).  We then convert the base and 
rover data, which contain carrier phase, position, ephemeris, site information and time stamp of 
each epoch, into Waypoint’s GrafNav format (see section 2.6 and figure 4).  The GrafNav 
software is a high precision post-processing engine that supports static and kinematic modes (see 
figures 5 and 6).  We use the kinematic method to post-process the data shown in figure 6.  The 
top figure shows the “zoom-in” raw un-processed aperture position of the rover at a site, and the 
bottom figure shows the same data apertures after post-processing.  In general, the post-
processed data show a dramatic improvement of the aperture position, where centimeter 
resolution is possible.  Note that the scale on each square is 2 m on each side for the un-
processed data, while the post-processed is 2 cm on each side.  Clearly, as shown in the figure 6, 
the resolution is quite good for tracking motion. 

When the kinematic post-processing step is completed, we convert the location output to our 
local radar coordinate system and store it in an text file.  In GrafNav, the motion data are 
processed in the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) format, which is similar to the latitude 
and longitude lines on maps.  However, depending on the type of application, the motion data 
can be converted to universal transverse mercator, local X, Y, and Z or any standardized 
coordinate system (see section 2.8).  The final step in the post-processing is to take the text file 
with the motion data and perform an exhaustive cross-reference to align them to the radar data by 
matching the time stamps stored previously.  

2.6 Sequence to Download GPS Data from Flash Cards 

1.  Create dated, descriptive top-level folder on laptop for download files.  Create subfolder 
“Base” for base station files and “Rover” for mobile GPS files. 

2.  Run dload32 command (see figure 7).  Select the flash card drive for source data.  Select 
corresponding folder on C: drive for destination, either “Base” or “Rover”.  Drag the file name 
from the source area to the destination area. 
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3.  The user can provide the base antenna height in the program after completion of base 
download.  Information will be stored for later use in the GrafNav post-processing program. 

2.7 Sequence to Post-Process GPS Data 

1.  Run GrafNav program on PC.  Requires software protection dongle. 

2.  Select “Convert raw GPS to GPB4” (figure 4) (for base station data) 

3.  Find folder for base files and select “add all”.  

4.  Select “global options” and uncheck “make all epochs kinematic”.  Select convert. 

5.  Select “Convert raw GPS to GPB” (figure 4) (for rover data). 

6.  Find folder for rover files and select “add all”.  

7.  Select “global options” and check “make all epochs kinematic”.  Select convert. 

8.  Select “file, new project”.  Provide new configuration file name. 

9.  Select “file, add master GPB file” (converted base station data).  Open base file in base 
directory.  Add base antenna height, if missing. 

10.  Select “file, add remote GPB file” (converted rover data).  Open a rover file in rover 
directory. 

11.  Select “Process, Process Differential” (figure 5).  Under process tab, “auto” should be 
checked and under general tab, data interval is 0.1 (s).  Click “process” button. 

2.8 Sequence to Export GPS Time Tags to File 

1.  Perform differential post-processing according to previous section. 

2.  Select Output menu, Export Wizard. 

3.  Pick an output file name and the SIRE GPS data profile. 

4.  Accept the defaults and hit next.  When asked for local time parameters, enter 4 if daylight 
saving time or 5 if eastern standard time.  Hit finish to process. 

                                                 
4GPB refers to a .gpb file which is a proprietary format for Grafnav binary data. 
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Figure 4.  Example of the GrafNav data conversion utility. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.  Example of the GrafNav differential data-processing utility. 
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Figure 6.  Example of unprocessed (top) versus post-processed (bottom) data of the same GPS location.   
(Note that the resolution of the unprocessed data shown on top is at 2 m per block, while the 
resolution of the post-processed data on the bottom is at 2 cm per block.)

Post-processed data 

Unprocessed data 
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Figure 7.  Example of the Dload32.  (The left palette window shows the raw data file on the flash card, while the 
right palette shows the files downloaded from the card.) 

2.9 Obtaining Base Station Data Without a Local Base Station 

There are rare occasions when the base station GPS data collection fails because of hardware 
malfunction, operator error, or depleted batteries/memory space.  In many cases, an alternate 
source of base station data can be obtained to salvage the differential post-processing step.  We 
should attempt to find a recording site as close as possible to the rover position to minimize 
differences in atmospheric conditions and dilution of precision (DOP).  In the following 
example, we select the base station at the Naval Observatory in Washington, DC, as close to 
rover operation at the Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, Maryland. 

1.  Go to the web site, http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/cgi-cors/corsage.prl?site=GODE. 

2.  Select Standard Files on the left menu. 

3.  Select DC Washington, USNO as site (Naval Observatory), RINEX2 Data as option, enter 
date of interest and select find files. 

4.  Note:  Hourly base station data from the Naval Observatory will be combined into one file, 
*.06o.gz, after a day.  Within one day of test date, you may need to individually download 
*.06o.Z files for each hour of the test and combine them into one file using GrafNav option.  
Files cannot be combined and resampled in one step.  The user must combine files into one file 
first, then resample at the 0.1-sec rate. 

5.  In order to combine or resample, run GrafNav. 
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6.  From the file menu, select “GPB Utilities:  Concatenate, Splice, or Resample.” 

7.  Select “add file(s)”, select output file, indicate whether you are resampling.  If resampling, the 
rate will be selected on the next window.  Hit “go” for processing. 

 

3. Summary 

Centimeter accuracy of position data were obtained through the proper use of a differential GPS 
solution.  A GPS receiver (rover) was installed on the SIRE platform and a stationary (base 
station) GPS receiver was set up in the test area to collect data simultaneously.  After completion 
of the data collection, the two GPS sources are imported into the GrafNav software, a high 
precision post-processing engine, to generate a differential GPS output.  Finally, the results are 
exported to a file for cross-referencing with time tags embedded into the radar data.  The 
differential GPS provides the essential positioning information needed to allow the SIRE radar 
data to be focused in a known coordinate system. 
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Appendix 

Common GPS Command Sequences for Z-Surveyor 
 

 
GPS Position (refer to Z-Surveyor front panel in figure 2): 
 

1. ↑  <2 sec  until survey:<mode> 
2. ↓  >2 sec select survey:<mode> and go to submenu 
3. ↑  <2 sec  until status 
4. ↓  >2 sec select status and go to submenu 
5. ↑  <2 sec  until LAT:  N/S xx◦xx’xx.xxxxx” 

Lon:  E/W xxx◦xx’xx.xxxxx” 
ALT:  xxxxx.xxx   scrolls across the screen. 

 
Satellite Tracking: 
 

1. ↑  <2 sec  until survey:<mode> 
2. ↓  >2 sec select survey:<mode> and go to submenu 
3. ↑  <2 sec  until status 
4. ↓  >2 sec select status and go to submenu 
5. ↑  <2 sec  until #USED:  xx 
 

Remaining Memory: 
 

1. ↑  <2 sec  until sysinfo 
2. ↓  >2 sec select sysinfo and go to submenu 
3. ↑  <2 sec  until MEM:xxx%  
 

Remaining Power: 
 

4. ↑  <2 sec  until sysinfo 
5. ↓  >2 sec select sysinfo and go to submenu 
6. ↑  <2 sec  until BAT:xxMIN  
 
 
 

Note:  
↑  or ↓  refer to corresponding buttons on front of GPS unit (figure 2). 
 
<2 sec or >2 sec  refer to depressing button for less than or more than two seconds. 
 
↑  >2 sec  returns to upper level menu. 
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